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Picture: PexelsIKEA has a new credit card, but consumers should think twice before applying. The IKEA Visa credit card offers several benefits that may seem appealing to the average Ikea customer, including: Five percent back on all Ikea purchasesFive percentage back to TaskRabbit At-Home Assembly serviceThree percent back on
dining, groceries and utilities Bills One percent back on all other purchases of $25 from IKEA purchases once they open cardFree standard shipping and delivery on purchases at stores in the U.S. , but here's the beginning : You can't use that refund anywhere. You can only redeem it in Ikea. So realistically, these are pretty tight deals,
especially compared to other cashback cards. Unless you're an avid Ikea customer or eating meatballs for dinner at reg (which... you're probably – hopefully?- no), that's not the best offer out there. Plus, like a lot of cards in store, APR is a ridiculous 21.99 percent, according to Marketwatch (the average interest rate is 16.94 percent).
What are some better options? While you should usually avoid retail credit cards, with high APER's and deferred interest schemes, Amazon's card is pretty good, especially if you're a regular Amazon customer. It offers a five percent refund on the purchase of Amazon and Whole Foods, two percent back in restaurants, gas stations and
drugstores, and one percent back on everything else. Although technically not a store, I include an Uber credit card because it fits into this type of specialized branded card category. And it offers decent rewards, including four per cent cash back on buying restaurants, takeouts and bars and three per cent on trips, which isn't bad. And if
you shop regularly at Target or Costco, you can consider any card, which offers generous rewards but can only be used in the store. Store credit cards get a bad rap. This is deserved in some cases because their interest rates are often much higher than general purpose cards. They are also much more likely to engage in the treacherous
practice of deferred interest - offering a low (often 0 per cent) teaser rate for a certain amount of time and then charging retroactive interest if you fail to pay out the full amount by the time the watch isk runs out. But store cards aren't all bad. Some of them actually offer powerful rewards programs and other valuable benefits. Retail card
perksSeveral merchants offer a 5 percent reward rate (in the form of a cash back, points or store discount) when using their credit card at their locations, including Amazon.com (and its Whole Foods Market subsidiary), Target, Walmart, Lowe's, Best Buy, Wayfair, Gap and Ann Taylor. This is probably a higher return than you would get
with any other payment method. If you're loyal to the store and pay your credit card bills before interest is accrued, that's a big deal. Loyalty is more worth it in Stores. Nordstrom gives its cardholders free modifications and early access to sales and other special events. Its biggest spenders qualify for free annual home-style counseling.
Macy's has a multilayered benefits structure that rewards higher spending with more good stuff. For example, if you spend between $1 and $499 a year on a Macy's card, you'll get 2 percent cash back with Macy's and exclusive coupons worth 25 percent off. Once you spend $500 a year on a macy card, they throw in free shipping on all
orders and bump their money back earning up to 3 percent. If you spend at least $1,200, it increases to 5 percent cash back (along with free shipping and those special coupons). Weigh the opportunity pending with your shopping habits, store card rewards can be compared to a general use rewards card. However, there are other
aspects to consider before applying. Applying for a credit card could lower your credit score as it will trigger a difficult investigation and lower the average age of your bills. Let's say the cashier pushes a 10 per cent discount card on the first purchase. If you're buying $100 worth of merchandise and you're not buying much there, the $10
you'd save is probably not worth the impact on your credit score. But if you're buying $5,000 worth of appliances, then a 10 percent discount could be very significant and could outweigh the sign-up bonus you'd qualify for on a general purpose card. Just don't sign in on a whim because you felt pressured at the point of sale. Make sure
you've come up with a plan before timeThe last aspect to consider the additional benefits you might get on your general shopping card. Extended warranty protection is a fairly common benefit for general purpose credit cards, but rare on store cards. If you have a card that adds two years to the manufacturer's warranty at no cost, it might
be best to use, even if it gives you fewer rewards than another card. Cards for acceptingDilored cards are usually easier to qualify for general purpose cards (especially more premium reward cards). For many people, a store card is their first credit card. This can be a good starting point, but make sure you're aware of the difference
between a store-only card and a cobranded card bearing the seller's name. Cobranded cards can be used anywhere an accepted network of cards (e.g. Visa or Mastercard), while storage-only cards only work in the locations of that retailer. Especially if it's your only card, you'll want it accepted as widely as possible. Some cobranded retail
cards have very attractive rewards on certain categories outside their core businesses, such as:Bottom lineAs as long as you avoid interest, credit cards can help you save money, especially if you are loyal to the store. Do you have a question about credit cards? E-mail me I'm happy to help. Information about Costco Anywhere Visa®
Card by Citi, Amazon Prime Rewards Visa Signature Card and Capital One Walmart Rewards Mastercard were collected independently Bankrate.com. The card issuer did not view or approve the card information. Skip to headerSkip on the main contentSkip on footerQuestion: I collected almost 8,000 baseball cards and now I want to sell
them. How can I find customers? Answer: You have several options for finding customers for your baseball card collection. You can auction them yourself on eBay, sell them to a local ticket or dealer, or go to an auction house and have them sell cards as one big thing. But before you start selling, it is best to take into stock what you need
to see which cards are more valuable than others. As a rule, cards are separated into three categories based on the date they are printed: pre-war, vintage and modern age. Pre-war cards, usually printed before the 1950s, typically achieve a higher premium than cards printed in the 1980s or 1990s. Cards printed in later years are less
valuable because they are more likely to be mass produced. The condition of the card is also a major factor in the price it can command. Frayed or damaged cards will achieve less than those in mint or good shape. There are three great players who rate the condition of baseball cards: Professional Sports Authenticator (PSA), SGC Card
and Beckett Rating Services. Each service has cards on a scale of 1 to 10, and 10 is an unspoiled condition. For example, a 1952 Topps Mickey Mantle rookie card rated in mint state dog sold last year for $2.88 million. And the 1955 Topps Roberto Clemente rookie card in mint condition reached $264,000 last year. Recently, vintage
cards from any sport have collected world record prices, and a suite of high-rise rookie Hall of Famer card water, said Michael Osacky, president of Baseball in the Attic, an educational website for sports memorabilia. The cards are now considered asset class, and new money is coming to market, he says. Osacky adds that not every card
is worth grading, so it's best to dig or talk to an expert a little. For example, a rating could cost $10 to $15 for a card that might be worth as little as $25. For a collection as big as yours, Osacky says eBay requires a lot of work if you've never sold on the site before. You need to take pictures of each card, write a PayPal, set up a personal
account to receive payments, and more. Plus eBay charges 10% of the total sales for ads. (The auction house will also take a percentage of the sale, but using one can be less of a hassle.) You can, of course, buy your cards to local card merchants to see what you can get. But if you have a rare gem – say, Mickey Mantle's rookie card in
impeccable condition – you probably is best sold auction house, which can attract more potential buyers with deep pockets to offer a price. IRS leaves business owners who took PPP in tax quandarysmall business loanSad business owners deduct expenses they covered with loans from the Wage Protection Program? The legislators who
wrote the bill say that... December 18, 20207 Top Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Stocksstocks If you want exposure to Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies in your brokerage account, your options are limited ... but still an appeal... December 16, 2020Hot Upcoming IPO's to watch in 2020 and 2021Kiplinger's
Investing Outlook The most exciting IPO's are expected throughout the rest of 2020 and in the 2021 range from the popular home rental app to the old guard's pet retailer. December 14, 2020A Snowbird's Preflight Checklist for InsuranceMaking Your Money Last If you spend part of the year in Florida, Arizona or any other state, graduates
should follow these guidelines on managing two retirement homes... December 8, 2020 Making wise choices during open enrollment insuranceSource editor Lisa Gerstner goes through new variables of the 2020 open enrollment season. Also, hosts Sandy Block and David Muhlbaum chat... November 17, 202017 People you should tip for
the holidays Holiday time is prime time to return. So, who gets vacation advice this year – and how much? November 6, 2020 The ways pets improve our retirement well-beingEmpty NestersGetting pet-friendly when you leave the working world can give you a healthy boost. October 14, 2020 2020
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